Good Evening – tonight I would like to have a look at
dance in the Georgian era – roughly the period from
around 1700 up to the start of the reign of Queen Victoria
in 1837.
However, I will be looking not so much at the dances
themselves, but rather, at what was entailed in getng
ready to go dancing, or to go to Bath for the Season, or
what it was like to atend a masquerade ball - and to see
how dance was refected in paintngs and caricatures
during the 18th century.
First though: perhaps I should frst explain a litle bit about
my background, because it most certainly is not in English
Dance! I come from a family of inveterate hoarders – we
never throw anything away, and nor have we for several
hundred years! And so I have inherited a number of chests
like this one, overfowing with papers such as diaries,
accounts, and so on, Including newspapers datng back to
the death of Oliver Cromwell and the Great Fire of
London. The papers include my ancestor’s journals listng
what was spent on learning to dance, records trips to Bath
where the family atended the Assembly Rooms, and
generally give a picture of entertainment in the 18 th
Century.

In partcular I have all the diaries, journals, leters and
even shopping lists kept by my great great great great
grandfather, a man called Richard Hall, who lived between
1729 and 1801. This is his silhouete, made when he was
in his early fiies. .hen I retred some years ago I decided
to write up the story of Richard Hall, shown here in his
silhouete, and it was published as The Journal of a
Georgian Gentleman.
My ancestor was a hosier – he made silk stockings – and
owned a haberdashery shop at Number One London
Bridge. He had married a wealthy heiress and in tme
became extremely prosperous. Sadly, his wife died in 1780
when she was just 46. Richard then fell out with his 3
children (he immediately remarried, and the children
didn’t approve of his new bride) and he retred to become
a farmer at Bourton on the .ater, vowing never to speak
another word to his children – and nor did he, for the rest
of his life. He went on to have two more children, a son
and a daughter.
From his home in the Cotswolds he would oien make
trips to Bath. Here he records going to Bath at the end of
September 1794, and returning home three weeks later.

For him it was a 2-day journey just to get there. Here we
have my ancestor’s diary entries for 25th and 26th August
1784 – “set out with wife and daughter
Dined at Cheltenham, Slept at the Bell at Gloucester. Dull
day – small rain” - and the next day: “Breakfast at
Gloucester; Dinner at Rodborough; Tea at Cross Hands.
Got to Bath between 6 and 7. Mostly dull, fne travelling,
not very hot”

He loved jotng down all the travel costs - on the lei a
record of a 2-day trip from the Cotswolds to London. My
ancestor listed all the tolls which he would have had to
pay along the way, along with the cost of meals, the tps
paid to servants, and so on. It’s interestng to see the cost
- £4/14/8 pence ha’penny, which was equivalent to
perhaps £350 nowadays. So, compared to travel in the 18 th
Century, Britsh Rail is surprisingly good value – and quite
quick! And when Jane Austen refers to people going to
Bath from London to take the waters, or to atend the
Assembly Room Balls, you need to remember that the
expense of the travel alone would deter all but the welloff. It was a 2-day journey with an overnight stop – and
THAT took planning as well as money.
In fact, Richard was something of a list-aholic – here his
journal entry showing not just the distances involved in a
journey from Bourton on the .ater to Bath and then on
to Frome and down to .eymouth but also, on the lei, the
items of luggage which he took with him on his journey. So
we have – his great trunk, his blue box, his wood panelled
box, his green bag, his great coat, his shoes and his wig
box. Oh and as an aierthought, in case he needed to get
the creases out of his clothes when he unpacked them, a
steam ketle - making eight items in all. He listed them
because you had to pay the coach driver according to how
many pieces of luggage were being carried. Richard really
was a metculous list-maker, which made writng up his life
story fairly straight-forward!
Richard would then make out a separate list of the items
of clothing packed for each journey – aier all, you
wouldn’t want to visit a place like Bath, and then discover
that you hadn’t brought enough embroidered waistcoats
or silk stockings, On one 5 day visit in May 1784 he took
with him half a dozen pairs of stockings, a white dining
waistcoat, a silk waistcoat with silk breeches, six shirts and
an outdoor worsted coat and waistcoat. It must have been
cold because he also packed two nightshirts, 2 linen night
caps - and a pair of muflatees, which were fngerless
gloves designed to keep the hands warm.

The list is a reminder that you had to be wealthy to be
fashionable, and at the end of the season Richard
would sell his main fashion items – such as the
embroidered waistcoats – and buy new ones with
whatever was the latest most fashionable colour,
patern or design. A second hand clothes salesman –
like the one shown here - would then replace the
lining, and go on to sell the item as an ‘as new’ artcle
of clothing. Fashionistas in the 18 th century might
spend a quarter of their annual income just on clothes
– that’s the sort of percentage we would nowadays
reserve for our mortgage payments!

My ancestor loved travel – for instance he recorded
visits to Blenheim Palace and .ilton House, and he
would amuse his children by his second wife by
making paper cut-outs to illustrate what he got up to –
here a cut-out showing him arriving in a coach at a fne
stately pile. Bath was seen as the city of fun, - whereas
London was much more formal and rigid,
- but just getng to Bath would involve a journey over
roads which were frequently in appalling conditon.
Here, Richard shows what the roads were like in the
middle of the 18th Century. Note the front wheel of the
coach about to crash down over a large rock. Untl the
various Turnpike Trusts were formed, with each local
area taking responsibility for levelling and clearing the
highways, travel was slow and hazardous.
But by the 1780s improvements had been made – as
you can see here: the rocky, uneven, surface has gone
and Richard was able to have a more leisurely ride
over fater, smoother roads.
There was of course stll the risk of being held up by a
highway robber – here, no doubt, crying “Stand and
Deliver” while holding out a blunderbuss – and a
rather bent sword!
But we all know what happened to highwaymen –
robbery was a capital offence and they met their fate
on the gallows. I love the nonchalant behaviour of the
two riders on the lei, having a good gossip - and
taking absolutely no notce of the man on the gallows.

But on this occasion Richard got safely to Bath and his
diary noted that he slept last night at the Bear Inn – he
breakfasted there- and then notes that he “visited Mr
Parsons – mostly a prety fne day, mild, rather warm.”
And I have shown one of Richard’s papercuts showing
the coach arriving at a coaching inn.
So why did people come to Bath? .ell, over tme it
became the place to come to for people wantng to
have fun.
In 1799 a book by Charles Anstey, called the “New
Bath Guide, or, Useful Pocket Companion” was
published. This is what it had to say about the day-today life of visitors to Bath: “In the morning the
rendezvous is at the Pump-Room; from that tme ’tll
noon in walking on the Parades, or in the different
quarters of the town, visitng the shops, etc., thence to
the Pump-Room again, and aier a fresh stroll to
dinner; and from dinner to the Theatre or the Rooms,
where dancing, or the card-table, concludes the
evening.“
So, let’s have a look at the Rooms – the Assembly
Rooms – and see what Richard would have been able
to observe.
Originally there would have been private balls – this is
actually a ball invitaton from 1744, but gradually
assembly rooms were built up and down the country,
and Bath was no excepton.

Bath in the 17th century was a small town with a
growing reputaton for the curatve propertes of its
mineral waters. As visitor numbers grew, so did the
demand for entertainment. A bowling green was sited
near what is now known as Orange Grove, and was
used for country dances. However, this was of litle
use in inclement weather. It wasn’t untl the late 17th
century that the Duke of Beaufort, visitng the city,
took it upon himself to organise small dances for his
friends at the old Guildhall, built in 1625, but these
affairs were very exclusive.
By the early 1700s it appears that the organisaton of
public entertainment in Bath had become the
unofcial role of a professional gambler called Captain
.ebster. The entertainment .ebster provided was
limited, but consisted of providing gaming facilites
plus a series of balls at the Guildhall for half a guinea a
head. He took on a young man called Richard Nash as
his assistant - and when .ebster was killed in a duel,
Nash simply stepped into his shoes.

The frst Assembly rooms in Bath, later known as The
Lower Rooms, were built in 1708, and were located
near the South Parade, close to the banks of the River.
They had been founded by the great Beau Nash
himself, and if I may I will just digress a litle to say
something about him. As Bath’s frst ofcially recorded
Master of Ceremonies, Nash set about creatng more
entertainment for visitors.
First, he persuaded Thomas Harrison to build the
assembly room for dancing. Nash then created a strict
code of etquete - which became the norm for all
walks of life, and made the city a more pleasant and
safer place. Roads and lightng were improved, the
streets were cleaned and the frst Pump Rooms were
created.
Nash became the "Arbiter of Elegance" and was
known as the "King of Bath", becoming one of the
most infuental men in the social history of England.
London was where the rules of society and social
standing were to be rigorously observed, - but in Bath
it was more relaxed. .ithin his Rules, Nash included a
secton on not excluding or insultng anyone of a
differing status to one’s own. The rules were designed

to encourage the sons and daughters of merchants people in Trade such as my ancestor Richard Hall - to
rub shoulders with lords and ladies.
The Nash reign lasted for 57 years, during which he
was the undisputed King of Bath. In fact, the city
pioneered the role of Master of Ceremonies. Other
spa towns followed suit, and Nash held his positon in
Bath concurrently with the role of MC in Tunbridge
.ells in Kent. The differing social seasons between
resorts oien allowed the MCs such fexibility to have
dual positons.
I warmed to Nash once I realized that he rescued this
partcular damsel in distress. The young Fanny Murray
was an orphan, selling fowers by the doorway to Bath
Abbey. She was led astray at 13 by a wealthy
aristocrat, who abandoned her once he had had his
wicked way with her. She was homeless, friendless,
and at the mercy of all the pimps and Madams about
town. Enter her hero, the ageing Beau Nash, then
almost fiy years her senior. He took her in, installed
her as his mistress – and taught her how to behave in
polite society. And I suspect she gave him ….. a big
smile on his face!
He did such a good job as Dr Doolitle that she
eventually lei for London, where she became the preeminent courtesan of her day, earning an absolute
fortune and becoming the inspiraton for the character
Fanny Hill in John Cleland’s scandalous novel Memoirs
Of A .oman Of Pleasure. She really was an ‘A list’
celebrity – the leading fashionista of the day– and
amazed everybody when she abandoned harlotry at
the age of 29, and setled down as the wife of an
obscure actor, leading a blameless life untl her death
nearly twenty years later.
Nash died in 1761. His role had been self-appointed
and self-funded from the gambling tables. Future
Masters of Ceremony of Bath were never to have such
freedom. .hen Nash died, people began to queston
how he had survived with no visible income. On
fnding out that money was skimmed from the
subscriptons and gambling, subscripton holders
decided that if the positon of MC was to remain it was
to be controlled, with a salary taken from the money
raised from the beneft balls. The actual job of MC was
to be decided via an electon made by the subscribers.

Gentlemen who had previously served in the army
were preferred, as it was believed they had the
authority to control the crowds. .hen the Master of
the Lower Rooms came to the end of his tenure he
was oien elected to the positon of Master of the
Upper Rooms. Here we have Major .illiam Brereton,
who succeeded Nash as the Master of Ceremonies at
the Lower Rooms and later sought do the same at the
Upper Rooms.
One visitor to Bath in 1780, a Quaker by the name of
Edmund Rack, had this to say about the popularity of
the dances: “The streets were one contnued blaze of
fambeaux behind the carriages going to the different
balls; and the chairs so thick that it was with difculty
foot passengers could pass. Major Brereton tells me
there has not been so much company at Bath for 7
years past as there is at present”
In 1769 there was a hard-fought contest for the
positon as MC, between Major .illiam Brereton, and
a Mr Plomer, Master of Ceremonies at nearby Bristol.
The competton became so fraught that a violent fght
ensued, and the Riot Act had to be read three tmes to
the crowds. Mr Plomer was dragged out of the
Assembly Room by his nose, while it was said that “the
women were more violent than the men.”
In the end a Captain .illiam .ade was elected on
consensus as a suitable compromise, and here he is on
the lei, looking magnifcent in all his fnery, in a
paintng by Thomas Gainsborough. Captain .ade had
earned the nick-name of “the Bath Adonis” - but he
was forced to retre from his positon aier living up to
his name. He was named in the divorce proceedings of
Elizabeth, wife of John Hooke Campbell. The account
of the divorce trial at the end of 1777, was a
publishing sensaton. .ade was sacked as MC in Bath
for bringing his ofce into disrepute; however, he did
go on to marry Elizabeth and contnued as MC in
Brighton, a positon he had held during his Bath
tenure.

Another Master of Ceremonies was Richard Tyson,
shown here on the right. The job of Master was vital,
given the stratfed nature of Bath society – it was the
task of the Master to establish exactly where they
were in the pecking order. He would tell them what
tme they were to arrive in their carriage – so as to
avoid a massive trafc jam – and when to leave.

He would then effect introductons to “people of the
right sort”. It was his task to arrange dancing partners,
and in effect act as marriage broker. He also had to
control the card sharps - and try and keep gambling
addicts on the straight and narrow. This was
potentally a highly remuneratve job, because the
Master received a share of the profts and was the
benefciary of a beneft ball held twice every year.
One Bath visitor remarked: “At the Master of the
Ceremonies ball this week 11 hundred gentry were
present. Tickets on this occasion are always gold &
generally guineas – the ball must therefore bring the
Master in at least £800 – prety picking, especially as
he has another ball in April.” Here we have a
Rowlandson print, published in March 1782, showing
Richard Tyson introducing a partner.
The Upper Rooms, opened in 1771 with a grand ball,
formed the hub of fashionable Georgian society in the
city. It was described as "the most noble and elegant
of any in the kingdom”.
The Rooms served the newly-built fashionable area
which included The Circus, Queen Square and the
Royal Crescent. During the season, which ran from
October to June, at least 2 balls a week were held, in
additon to a range of concerts and other events. It
was here, under the magnifcent chandeliers, that Jane
Austen would have atended dances and balls.
Her brother Henry later said that "Jane was fond of
dancing, and excelled in it“ - and of course, dances and
dancing feature prominently in all Jane’s works. Both
“Persuasion” & “Northanger Abbey” menton the

Assembly Rooms, which now belong to the Natonal
Trust and are leased to Bath Corporaton. The
basement houses a Museum of Costume - and the
main rooms are available for private hire and for
musical performances.
This is Rowlandson’s ‘Fancy Ball at the Upper Rooms
Bath’, showing the assembled company in their fnery
twirling away under the impressive chandeliers which
you can stll see today.
For nearly fiy years the two Assembly Rooms existed
side by side. They were privately owned and were in
direct competton with each other. In tme the smaller
Lower Rooms lost out, and aier 1805 were unable to
justfy the cost of having a separate Master of
Ceremonies. .hen a fre ripped through the building
in 1821 the decision was made not to rebuild it. By the
end of the 18th century seaside resorts such as
Brighton, were growing in popularity, and spa towns
such as Bath were losing their appeal.

The queston arises: how did people like Richard learn
to dance? The answer is that he was given lessons at
an early age. His diaries list the expenses of sending
his children to dancing classes – here a reference to
him paying out one guinea for “Paty learning to
dance” during the September term in 1769. Paty’s
elder brother had dancing lessons at the same age –
when he was 12 years old. And I have illustrated it
with a caricature enttled “Turn out your toes”

.hile in this one we have a print from 1768 showing
two gentlemen practsing their dance moves. There
would be nothing worse than turning up at the
Assembly Rooms and not knowing the latest steps…

But it is worth remembering that dancing lessons
covered far more than the steps for the latest dance –
it was all about deportment and being graceful. In
1737 a book was published enttled ‘The Rudiments of
Genteel Behaviour’ - on how to move gracefully –
how to bow, how to curtesy, how to enter a room,
how to hold your arms and head when preparing to
dance the minuet, and so on.
There were separate sectons for male and female
dancers, this page showing how men should dress and
present themselves before dancing the minuet (“The
hat, of a proper size and Fashion, should be placed
frm yet easy on the head, so as to cover the
eyebrows….”)
For ladies, there was the advice that you should avoid
being too near your partner, and you must fnish the
dance without hurry, paying the usual respects to the
company and to your partner, partng in an easy
obliging manner, which should please more than the
dance itself
In the 18th century, dancing was a vital social
accomplishment and dancing masters could be found
in all the major towns throughout Europe, and the
teachers must have been very visible members of
society. Not only did they teach the beau monde how
to dance - but they held and ofciated at public balls
and they were forever advertsing their services in the
newspapers. One of the most fashionable dancing
masters was Kellom Tomlinson. He’s the author of one
of the most beautful dancing manuals of the Georgian
period – The Art of Dancing published in London in
1735.
The list of subscribers is interestng because it is
reasonable to assume that most of the subscribers
were his pupils. They include 33 members of the
aristocracy, 107 members of the gentry - as well as 22
professional dancers and fellow dancing masters. The
Art of Dancing described both theatrical as well as
social dances, and was reprinted in 1744. Tomlinson
carried on untl he died in June 1761 at the age of 74.

The public could buy books showing all the dances
currently in vogue – here, John .alsh’s book from
1718. It was reprinted several tmes – this copy is
dated 1740, and is enttled The Compleat Country
Dancing-Master.

It featured numerous dances – such as this Longways
Dance called an Excuse Me.
Underneath the music was a descripton of the moves
to be made by each couple in turn, as they stand in 2
rows facing each other.

Of course, cartoonists liked to ridicule the students of
dance, here from 1768 –with “Grown Ladies Taught to
Dance”.

And in this one from 1782 James Gillray shows us The
German Dancing Master, from which you can see the
teacher strutng around playing a small violin,
accompanying his young protegee.

Here is another image of a teacher holding a pocket
violin, in other words, one which would ft in a coat
pocket. On the right, a violin known as a ‘kit’.
Obviously nowadays we see classes accompanied
either by a piano or by recorded music, but in the 18th
and early 19th century dance teachers used the ‘kit’ to
provide melody and rhythm for their pupils - as it
allowed them to play and demonstrate at the same
tme.
In this one we have Hogarth’s “Analysis of Beauty”,
using a country dance to illustrate the beauty of the
serpentne moves which dancers perform. It dates
from 1753. But whereas the couple on the lei are
elegant and genteel, they contrast with the muddled
but enthusiastc paterns of dance being performed by
those on the right.

Each country dance could take up to 30 minutes. You
had to be ft to keep up with that! One problem was
that couples oien dropped out while they were
standing at the far end of the line, away from the
acton, and the pairings would all be wrong by the
tme that the dancing sequence went down to the
other end. This caricature is enttled “A Long Minuet
as danced at Bath” and was by the caricaturist .illiam
Bunbury. Any dances at the Assembly Rooms in Bath
traditonally kicked off with the minuet – even if, by
the 1780s and 90s it was defnitely considered old hat
and something of an archaic ritual. Aier the minuet,
the country dances took over.
But enough of Bath, what about the London scene?
Looking frst at Masquerade balls, these began in the
fieenth century and were similar to a carnival with
dancing, drinking, and gambling. By the seventeenth
century they were introduced to London. The frst of
these promiscuous and fashionable assemblages was
organized by a Swiss count by the name of John James
Heidegger (shown on the right) and was held at
London’s Haymarket. Anyone who could afford a tcket
could atend a masquerade ball, and that that was
most unusual because it meant that masked
commoners were allowed to hobnob with the
masquerading elite.

One popular venue for masquerade balls was Vauxhall
Gardens. This etching shows the exterior view of the
gardens with an orchestra playing in the balconied
tower. It is night tme and various couples are dancing
together. It was painted by Thomas Rowlandson.

Vauxhall Gardens featured more than fiy supper
boxes where the well-heeled could dine – and where
the general public could wander past and gawp at
their social superiors. The supper boxes were richly
adorned with paintngs – here, one showing dancing
milkmaids, by Francis Hayman. And at the top I have
shown a diary entry from my ancestor recording a visit
to Vauxhall Gardens in 1761, accompanied by Miss

Boswell. Given the extremely dubious reputaton
Vauxhall Gardens had, and allowing for the fact that
Richard was a married man, I am not quite sure what
he was doing there with Miss Boswell, but let’s hope it
was just dancing!

In this paintng, from 1821, we have a dancing scene
enttled “Tom and Jerry making the most of an
Evening at Vauxhall” by George Cruikshank. The
gardens fnally closed on 25th July 1859. By that tme
Vauxhall had become run-down and dilapidated, and
the whole sleazy idea of masquerades had moved on
to a rather tamer form of fancy dress party.
But back in the late 1700s masquerades were
extremely popular and were oien held in the
Pantheon. The Pantheon opened in 1772. The main
rotunda was one of the largest rooms built in England
up to that tme - and had a central dome somewhat
reminiscent of the celebrated Pantheon in Rome –
hence its name. It was built as a set of winter
assembly rooms and is now the site of Marks &
Spencer’s in Oxford Street.
The fashionable season at the Pantheon began in
December or January and ended in April or May.
Subscribers paid six guineas for admission to the
twelve assemblies, which began at about seven
o'clock. There were usually two masquerades in each
season, and the building was elaborately decorated for
these occasions. Sometmes these masked balls were
sponsored by one of the fashionable clubs—Boodle's
in 1774, Goostree's in 1775, and .hite's in 1789.
Twelve subscripton concerts also formed part of the
seasonal round, and at the conclusion of each concert
there was dancing.
But one problem dogged the masquerades – its
associaton with prosttuton and lewd behaviour. To
start with the organizers tried to make the place very
exclusive – you were not allowed in unless invited by a
peer of the realm. This was most unpopular with the
leading courtesans of the day, who wished to go there
to pick up custom but found themselves barred from
entering.

Then one day in January 1776 Lord Cholmondeley,
turned up at the Pantheon with not just one but two
of the leading hookers of the day - Dally the Tall (the
nickname for Grace Dalrymple Elliot) and Gertrude
Mahon, beter known as the Bird of Paradise, all of 48
inches tall. The trio walked up and demanded entry and faced with His Lordship’s backing, the stewards
gave way, and aier that it was a free-for-all.
Ranelagh (a public pleasure gardens located in
Chelsea) was another venue celebrated for its
masquerade balls. The frst one was given on 24 May
1759, the same day as the Prince of .ales was born.
Sometmes there was gambling and sometmes just
entertainment with singers, dancers, or actors
performing. Here we have a paintng enttled ’Dancing
at Ranelagh Gardens’, Horace .alpole wrote soon
aier the gardens opened, "It has totally beat
Vauxhall... You can't set your foot without treading on
a Prince, or the Duke of Cumberland." Untl then, the
masquerade ball had been mostly a private aristocratc
entertainment, but Ranelagh brought it to a wider
middle-class English public. The balls usually started
late in the evening and meals were served anywhere
from midnight to two, three, or even four in the
morning. Most revellers headed for home by half past
six.

And I rather like this 1784 etching showing the “Return
from a Masquerade – a morning scene”, suggestng
that some of the ladies may have over-indulged, with
the bewigged lady slumping out of the sedan chair, to
the amusement of the chair men.

The centrepiece of Ranelagh was a rococo rotunda,
shown here in 1754. It became a popular place to
showcase music – and in 1765 the nine-year-old
Mozart performed there. But it was the masquerades
which proved popular. .earing elaborate disguises,
London’s rich, famous and infamous would meet to
dance, firt and intrigue untl the early hours of the
morning. The Rotunda was demolished in 1805. The
site is now a green pleasure ground with shaded

walks, part of the grounds of Chelsea Hospital and the
site of the annual Chelsea Flower Show.
Here we have a typical Masquerade costume: A black
silk domino cloak worn over a French silk and linen
dress from around 1765. The “domino” generally
consisted of a great hooded cloak, which totally
enveloped the body. .orn with a mask or a hood, it
was a complete disguise. .ardens .arehouse of No.1
Great Pultney Street, Golden Square, London were, in
1785, selling domino’s for as litle as fve shillings
- which is about £20 in today’s money.
The costumes worn at masquerades were opulent,
and oien played on cultural references of the period.
Heroes and goddesses of classical antquity were
popular subjects, as were allegorical costumes
representng traits such as Virtue or Truth. Here, a
caricature showing the assorted characters found at
masquerades. The picture includes those in “Fancy
dress” and you would get a wide array of charactertypes (milkmaids, clerical fgures, military, exotc
foreign dress, such as Turkish, oriental, pirate, that
sort of thing.) The third group of costumes meant to
portray a partcular character, or a specifc individual.
The goddess Diana, Harlequin and Punch, Henry the
VIII, and Mary, Queen of Scots were ubiquitous
characters at London masquerades of the period.
Here we have a group of happy hookers getng ready
for the ball, cleavages to the fore. I love all the acton,
with the hairdresser, the maid holding up a mirror, the
stocking being rolled up, the masquerade head-dress
with its discreet veil, and the dog barking at all the
excitement. The masked lady on the right is gazing at
her refecton as she struggles with the lacing on the
back on her outit, and as ever with Rowlandson, the
fgures are either rather beautful or incredibly ugly!
Somehow you know that their evening will revolve
around pleasure – and that someone is going to have
to pay for it.

Throughout the Georgian era, artsts loved to show
people getng dressed for masquerades – here on the
lei in 1770

Despite their popularity and glamour, masquerades
were seen by some as immoral, scandalous and
unpatriotc. They were publicly denounced by the
Bishop of London, and on 6 January 1724 a sermon
was preached by him which “produced so great an
effect … orders were issued, that there should be no
more such amusements than had been already
subscribed for at the beginning of the month, which
were six.”
This marked the emergence of the ant-masquerade
protestors — clergymen, moralists, and journalists —
who argued masquerade balls were salacious events
that encouraged immorality and sexual transgression,
as well as homosexuality, adultery, and prosttuton.
.hat really sent critcs into a panic was the idea of
disguise, and the implicatons of being disguised.
.ithin the walls of the masquerade, the formal
conventons of polite eighteenth-century society were
suspended. .ith the right costume, and a mask to
hide your true identty, it was possible to step into
another world for a few hours, where aristocrats
played at being chimneysweeps and shepherds; men
dressed as women and vice versa; prosttutes
disguised themselves as nuns, and Englishmen became
Otoman Turks in robes and turbans.
At this stage I’ll show a few more images representng
how cartoonists showed dance at the tme. This print,
based on a paintng John Collet, appeared in 1770 and
shows something of the liveliness of the cotllion
dance, which became all the rage in London in the late
1760s. Unlike the line dances, where people not
performing the steps were lei standing around, with
the opportunity of conversing with their partner, the
cotllion and the quadrille, based on a square, involved
everyone, all the tme. Quite deliberately the painter

shows the dancers as being, shall we say, no longer in
the frst fush of youth.

.hile here is a picture enttled The First Quadrille at
Almack’s.

And in this one we have “Quadrilles – practsing at
home”

In reality, although each season brought with it new
steps, new arm movements and so on, very litle had
changed on the dance foors of England for the best
part of a hundred years. And then, as the century was
drawing to a close, something happened which
changed everything – and that something was the
waltz. Back in 1771 the German writer Sophie von La
Roche had writen a novel which portrayed the waltz
as a “shameless, indecent whirling-dance [which]
broke all the bounds of good breeding”. She would
have been describing a variant of the Ländler, a
peasant dance datng from the 16th century. The
Ländler was notorious for its closed positon - where
men and women embraced each other round the
waist and shoulders, and for its rapid turns which
made dancers dizzy, breathless and (allegedly) open to
all sorts of lustul abominatons.
No wonder amorous young swains loved the waltz –
not only did it give them an opportunity to grab hold
of parts of the female anatomy which were normally
totally out of bounds,
- but there was the added advantage that as the
tempo of the danced quickened, and the couple
performed faster and faster swirling turns, the young
lady would become giddy and collapse into his arms.
Despite much critcism, by 1800 the waltz was all the

rage in polite society in Germany and Austria. Its
popularity spread to Paris, and from there crossed the
Channel. There’s no proof of the very frst occasion it
was danced here, but it was received with suspicion
and horror by the self-proclaimed arbiters of taste and
morality. Commentators called the dance riotous and
indecent, and it was frequently satrised by
caricaturists – here in a print from 1810 by James
Gillray. Even Lord Byron condemned the waltz, though
less for its alleged indecency than its antsocial nature,
saying that it was “like two cockchafers spited on the
same bodkin”
Even as late as 1900, dance manuals were using
illustratons like this to show “the proper way” for the
dancing couple to maintain decorum and keep space
between them… contrastng this with this indecent
pose on the right, enttled “extremely vulgar” - with
the couple embracing each other, and with hands
pressing the bodies together.
.hen the waltz appeared at the Prince Regent’s grand
ball held on the 12 July 1816 at Carlton House,
the Times of London wrote: “.e remarked with pain
that the indecent foreign dance called the .altz was
introduced (we believe for the frst tme) at the English
court on Friday last…it is quite sufcient to cast one’s
eyes on the voluptuous intertwining of the limbs and
close compressor on the bodies in their dance, to see
that it is indeed far from the modest reserve which has
hitherto been considered distnctve of English
females. So long as this obscene display was confned
to prosttutes and adulteresses, we did not think it
deserving of notce; but now that it is atempted to be
forced on the respectable classes of society by the civil
examples of their superiors, we feel it our duty to
warn every parent against exposing his daughter to so
fatal a contagion.” .ell, the waltz may not have been
danced at Court before 1816, but it was certainly
being performed in London 5 years earlier, judging by
the angry leters to the Press, with the Morning Post
regularly carrying leters in 1811 from alarmed visitors
to Town, who found the entertainment shocking and
lewd.

The dance was a godsend for cartoonists, who loved
the chance to portray the waltz as an example of the
rich and fashionable behaving badly. Here we have a
caricature based on the Prince Regent’s Ball enttled
“.altzing! or a peep into the Royal Brothel at Spring
Gardens“. It’s by Robert Cruikshank and dates from
1816. It shows 3 couples dancing in an immodest
manner, in a dancing area separated from the
watching crowds by a red rope. The women are not
only bare shouldered but bare breasted, and they are
wearing immodestly short skirts edged with
transparent lace. A 4th couple stand arm-in-arm on
the extreme right, inspectng a lady seated on a bench.
The men's costume is also satrized - The men wear
tail-coats and high collars, and a curious assortment of
baggy pantaloons and very tght trousers. Cruikshank
is showing that it wasn’t just the dancing which was
lewd – so were the fashions displayed by the sort of
people who partcipated in the waltz.
This caricature by George Cruikshank – brother of
Robert Cruikshank, is altogether more respectul, and
shows London's high society at Almack's.

Here we have the illustrated frontspiece to Thomas
.ilson’s 1816 ‘Correct Method of German and French
.altzing ‘showing the men and women dancing at
arm’s length in quite a dignifed manner. It shows that
in the Regency era waltz was a relatvely decorous
dance which does not ft the Times of London‘s
descripton.
Five years later .ilson published The Address
commentng on the poor performance of some
dancers: ‘It is too frequently observed, that in public
assemblies, persons are to be found, who not only
.altz in an awkward and inelegant manner; but by
hugging and dancing so close to their partners,
stamping with their feet, bending forward at their
knees, and poking out their elbows, disgust the
spectators, and prove unpleasant to their partners;
this method of .altzing is not only objectonable to
the company, but tends to bring this elegant species of
Dancing into disrepute, which if well performed
according to the Rules laid down, will be found to be
one of the most elegant and interestng departments

of the art. It is not alone sufcient to make a good
.altzer, to have a correct knowledge of the steps, or a
brilliant executon of the feet; but they must be united
with a graceful carriage of the head and arms, and an
easy and elegant deportment of the person.’
So, perhaps the waltz was not always as raucous and
indecent as its critcs maintained. At any rate, it was
given one seal of respectability when the patronesses
of Almack’s gave married women and those
debutantes “whose deportment was impeccable” the
permission to waltz in 1814. This was no unimportant
decree; Almack’s was the most respectable and
socially exclusive dancing assembly in Regency
England. Primarily designed for debutantes, one of its
main functons was as a marriage mart; the young
women were expected to be on their best behaviour.
The fact that waltzing was gradually allowed indicates
a slow acceptance of the dance among the higher
classes, at least.

Here we have “The board of red cloth” published in
February 1827. Four lines of text below ttle start with
the words: “City ladies admited if extremely rich, and
who give good dinners, and elegant balls, all foreigners
admited however ugly, ignorant, or poor ...

And this one enttled, “Pettoners for admission at
Almack’s 1826,“ contains the text “They even stooped
to the most degrading submission to obtain tckets”
and shows people clamouring and falling over each
other trying to atract the atenton of the
patronesses..

Holding a voucher for Almack's became the difference
between society and Society. Not to have a voucher
might mean simply that one had not applied, or that
there were more applicants than space, but to lose
one's voucher meant that one had been tried and
found wantng, a social disaster for those dedicated to
their positon in the ton. Few exceptons to the strict

rules were ever made, and the Lady Patronesses met
every Monday night during the London social season
(approximately April to August) to decide whom, if
anyone, might need to be removed for unacceptable
behaviour, and whom they might wish to add to the
esteemed membership. Rejecton of an applicaton
might be made on a temporary or permanent basis,
depending on the reason. If an applicant was refused a
tcket, the news was sent via a printed circular, with a
blank lei to be flled up with the name. No reason for
the rejecton would be given.
The small size of the rooms contributed to the air of
exclusivity. Far smaller than the Pantheon, the average
atendance at an Almack's ball was 500; Money was
not a key to being a member of Almack's, which
existed to exclude the nouveau riche. Possession of a
noble ttle was a recommendaton, though breeding
and behaviour were more important. Even a duke or
duchess might fnd himself or herself barred, if one or
other of the patronesses disliked them. It was said
three-quarters of the hereditary nobility begged, in
vain, to be admited; and the "sons of commerce",
who would readily be found at any other social event,
would "never think of intruding on the sacred
.ednesday evenings". Certainly no member of my
family at the tme would have been admited – we
were ‘in trade’ and defnitely not part of London’s high
society.

Above all, the waltz became respectable because the
young Queen Victoria loved dancing it – here in a print
showing her and Prince Albert, datng from around
1842.

That brings me to the end of my talk, and I will leave
you with this image – datng from 1735.

I like to think of it as an early version of Morecambe
and .ise, as they sing “Give me sunshine!”

And with that I will draw a close – thank you so much
for invitng me to talk about dance in the Georgian
period. Dancing was not only a form of entertainment,
it was also a source of physical exercise, a genteel
accomplishment, and a tcket to the marriage market.
The Georgian era is a period I love – and it was an era
when dance enjoyed an incredible heyday.

